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A B S T R A C T

Underlying many complex behaviors are simple learned associations that allow humans and animals to anticipate the consequences of their actions. The orbitofrontal cortex and basolateral amygdala are two regions which are crucial to this process. In this review, we go back to basics and discuss the literature implicating both these regions in simple paradigms requiring the development of associations between stimuli and the motivationally-significant outcomes they predict. Much of the functional research surrounding this ability has suggested that the orbitofrontal cortex and basolateral amygdala play very similar roles in making these predictions. However, electrophysiological data demonstrates critical differences in the way neurons in these regions respond to predictive cues, revealing a difference in their functional role. On the basis of these data and theories that have come before, we propose that the basolateral amygdala is integral to updating information about cue–outcome contingencies whereas the orbitofrontal cortex is critical to forming a wider network of past and present associations that are called upon by the basolateral amygdala to benefit future learning episodes. The tendency for orbitofrontal neurons to encode past and present contingencies in distinct neuronal populations may facilitate its role in the formation of complex, high-dimensional state-specific associations.

© 2016 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Our brains are wired to make predictions about motivationally-significant events. They evolved to use sensory input – different scents, colors, and sounds – to predict the presence of edible plants, animals, or predators. Not much has changed. We use these same learning processes to navigate around a supermarket or avoid getting hit by a car as we cross the street. Our tasks have become different in detail and more elaborate – we do not hunt for our meals, choosing instead between hundreds of dinner options in a supermarket – but the ability to form associations between environmental stimuli and the biologically significant outcomes they predict remains central to guiding our behavior.

Two brain regions thought to be critical for making predictions to guide behavior are the orbital frontal cortex (OFC) and the basolateral amygdala (BLA). These two structures are heavily interconnected (Aggleton, Burton, & Passingham, 1980; Morecraft, Geula, & Mesulam, 1992) and are often implicated in similar functions inasmuch as damage or inactivation of either region produce remarkably similar deficits. For example, it has been consistently reported that lesions of either the OFC or BLA produce an inability to cease responding for a cue predicting a devalued food outcome (Blundell, Hall, & Killcross, 2001; Johnson, Gallagher, & Holland, 2009; Ostlund & Balleine, 2007; Pickens, Saddoris, Gallagher, & Holland, 2005; Pickens et al., 2003; West, Desjardin, Gale, & Malkova, 2011). Further, several studies have found reductions in neural activity in anticipation of a devalued reward in OFC or BLA (Critchley & Rolls, 1996; Gottfried, 2003).

Both OFC and BLA have also been found to be critical for extinction, the process whereby humans and animals learn that a cue that was previously predictive of some outcome no longer leads to that outcome (Falls, Miserendino, & Davis, 1992; Gottfried & Dolan, 2004; Laurent & Westbrook, 2008; Panayi & Killcross, 2014). Similarly, they have both been implicated in reversal of previously-acquired contingencies, though only the OFC is now thought to be functionally necessary for reversal learning (Butter, 1969; Rudebeck & Murray, 2008; Schoenbaum, Nugent, Saddoris, & Setlow, 2002; Schoenbaum, Setlow, Saddoris, & Gallagher, 2003), and then only under some conditions (Jang et al., 2015; Machado & Bachevalier, 2007; Rudebeck & Murray, 2011; Rudebeck, Saunders, Prescott, Chau, & Murray, 2013; Walton, Behrens, Buckley, Rudebeck, & Rushworth, 2010). Finally, both...
the OFC and BLA are critical for the ability of predictive cues to elicit a sensory-specific representation of food outcomes they predict (Blundell et al., 2001; Killcross, Robbins, & Everitt, 1997; Klein-Flugge, Barron, Brodersen, Dolan, & Behrens, 2013; McDannald, Lucantonio, Burke, Nev, & Schoenbaum, 2011; McDannald et al., 2014; Ostlund & Balleine, 2007). Despite some subtle differences in the specific nature of the deficits observed in these tasks across labs, the data obtained by manipulation of activity in these regions has often rendered explanations of their respective functions almost indistinguishable.

2. Insights from the electrophysiological data

On face value, recording of neurons within the OFC and BLA also suggest similarity of function in these regions. For example, neurons in both regions fire to cues that predict motivationally significant outcomes while also responding when the outcomes themselves are presented (Critchley & Rolls, 1996; Kennerley & Wallis, 2009; Paton, Belova, Morrison, & Salzman, 2006; Rolls, Critchley, Mason, & Wakeman, 1996; Samuelens, Gardner, & Fontanini, 2012; Schoenbaum, Chiba, & Gallagher, 1998; Schoenbaum & Eichenbaum, 1995; Wallis & Miller, 2003). For example, when rats learn that one odor predicts delivery of an appetitive outcome whereas another odor predicts a less appetitive outcome or no outcome at all, neurons in both the OFC and BLA become selective to the predictive odorant cues across time (Schoenbaum & Eichenbaum, 1995; Schoenbaum et al., 1998). Thus as animals come to predict delivery of the outcomes, these neurons become tuned to the predictive cues and increase their firing rate during the cue sampling period. Similar results have been reported in primates (Critchley & Rolls, 1996; Kennerley & Wallis, 2009; Paton et al., 2006; Rolls et al., 1996; Thorpe, Rolls, & Maddison, 1983). Interestingly, these are often the same neurons that respond when the outcome is delivered after the cue itself has terminated (Schoenbaum et al., 2003). In both regions, some neurons fire to the reward-predicting odor and some to the odor predicting no reward or punishment. The development of these responses corresponds to the behavior of the animal; as these neural responses to the cue are acquired across time, animals demonstrate knowledge of the association by responding appropriately to the predictive cues (Paton et al., 2006; Schoenbaum et al., 2003). These data demonstrate that neurons in both the BLA and OFC encode the associative relationship between cues and the outcomes they predict.

2.1. Similarities and differences in how these regions encode value

Activity of neurons in the BLA is sensitive to the value of an outcome predicted by a cue. That is, the degree of activity elicited by presentation of a conditioned stimulus (CS) is tightly related to the amount of an appetitive or aversive outcome it predicts. For example, Belova, Paton, and Salzman (2008) have shown that neurons in the BLA exhibit firing to predictive cues in a manner that reflects the value of the outcome it predicts with an impressive degree of accuracy. Specifically, neurons in the BLA show a degree of firing toward a CS that directly relates to the value of the outcome it predicts in a graded fashion. One population of these neurons will exhibit more firing to a CS that signals a large amount of reward, intermediate levels of firing toward cues that signal low amounts of reward, and low levels of firing toward aversive stimuli. Other neurons show the opposite pattern. In essence, neurons in the BLA appear to signal both the absolute value of an outcome predicted by a cue and different populations reveal the valence of the outcome it predicts. Further, neurons in the BLA are not only sensitive to the predicted amount of reward; they also adapt to signal the relative value of outcomes when background rates of reinforcement change (Bermudez & Schultz, 2009). Bermudez and Schultz (2009) demonstrated that neurons in the BLA (and a smaller proportion in the central nucleus of the amygdala) adapted their responses to outcome-predictive cues depending on the how much reinforcement they received in the absence of the cue. Specifically, these neurons extinguished their responses when monkeys experienced a high rate of reward outside of the CS and increased when the background rate of reinforcement decreased and the cue again became a unique predictor of the outcome. This demonstrates that BLA neurons are sensitive to the contingency between the cue and outcome; BLA neurons do not just encode the correlation or contiguity between presentation of a cue and a motivationally significant outcome, they specifically encode the predictive relationship between them. Taken together, these data suggest that cue-selective responding in the BLA is sensitive to the value and valence of the reward that the animal has learned through past experience is contingent upon that cue’s occurrence. Studies exploring neural activity in the OFC have found that OFC neurons are also influenced by predicted value (Bouret & Richmond, 2010; Gottfried, 2003; Padoa-Schioppa & Assad, 2006; Tremblay & Schultz, 1999, 2000). For example, Padoa-Schioppa and Assad (2006) recorded neurons in the OFC while monkeys made a choice between actions that would elicit one of two outcomes. Here, the monkeys preferred one of the outcomes (outcome A) and were therefore willing to forego a greater amount of the less preferred outcome (outcome B) to obtain their preferred choice. To examine the nature of this trade-off, Padoa-Schioppa and Assad (2006) gave monkeys a choice between differing amounts of each outcome as predicted by different visual stimuli, where the number of stimuli indicated the amount of each outcome offered. The authors found that OFC neurons exhibited many different responses toward different aspects of the task. One population of neurons encoded what Padoa-Schioppa and Assad (2006) termed ‘chosen value’, which reflected the encoding of a pure value signal irrespective of identity, in line with the monkey’s choice behavior. A second set of neurons encoded what the authors termed ‘offer value’, which fired to the value of one or another juice only. Based on these and other similar results (Tremblay & Schultz, 1999, 2000), these authors have concluded that the OFC encodes value in a manner that reflects the relative value of the outcome to the animal. This would be similar to the sort of value signaling that was subsequently reported in BLA where neurons’ responses encapsulate both the absolute value and valence of the predicted reward (Belova et al., 2008), though to our knowledge there is currently no test of whether OFC neurons are sensitive to the contingency between cue presentation and outcome delivery. Interestingly, Padoa-Schioppa and Assad (2006) also reported a prominent third class of neurons in the OFC, which they termed ‘taste neurons’. These neurons would respond only on trials where one of the outcomes was chosen (i.e. either A or B), and their firing did not scale with the amount of reward predicted. Since then, other studies have also found neurons in the OFC which respond to cues which predict a particular identity or value of a reward rather than graded firing to cues predicting outcomes of different values (Lopatina et al., 2015; McDannald et al., 2014). An illustrative example of this is from recent data recording the activity in OFC neurons in a blocking design (Lopatina et al., 2015). Here, rats were given an odor that led to delivery of a liquid reward. In a second stage of training, rats received the same odor followed immediately by one of three odor–outcome pairings. The presence of the novel odors predicted either the same, more, or less reward than that predicted by the initial odor alone. Interestingly, Lopatina et al. (2015) found very little evidence of cells that encoded the value of reward in a graded fashion. Rather, the dominant profile in these ensembles was that different populations of neurons in the OFC responded to one of the three odors. Specifically, one pop-
ulation of these neurons responded to the odor that predicted less reward, another to the odor that predicted more reward, and yet a third population of neurons responded to the odor that predicted no change in the reward. The cue selectivity of these neurons does not reflect the identity of the odor itself as the odor preference emerges across training as animals learn the contingencies associated with the novel odor (Lopatina et al., 2015). Taken with data which has shown that OFC neurons increase their firing rate to cues which signal a change in reward identity in the absence of a value shift (Howard, Gottfried, Tobler, & Kahnt, 2015; Klein-Flugge et al., 2013; McDannald et al., 2011), this research suggests that the OFC encodes outcomes of different value or identity in distinct ensembles in addition to signaling the relative value of the outcome predicted by the cue. These data suggest that the OFC is not only interested in value, but more than that, is interested in specific conjunctions between different stimuli. That is, OFC neurons are sensitive to particular combinations of cues and outcomes where different populations respond to different cues that predict the same outcomes. This is distinct from neurons in the BLA where single populations encode different cues predicting the same outcome and the level of activity elicited by these cues is tightly related to the value of the outcome they predict. This is consistent with earlier conceptions of OFC as representing associative information as conjunctions (Rolls, 1996; Wallis & Miller, 2003); notably this sort of conjunctive encoding of specific associative information may go somewhat beyond the simpler representations that appear to be encoded in the BLA that seem to prioritize cue selectivity on the basis of the value of the outcome it predicts rather than specific cue–outcome relationships (Paton et al., 2006; Schoenbaum, Chiba, & Gallagher, 1999).

2.2. Neuronal responses in the BLA and OFC diverge when contingencies change

When contingencies change and animals are forced to adjust their expectations, the nature of responses in the BLA and OFC once again appear to diverge. An example of this is evident in the neuronal responses in OFC and BLA during reversal learning (Paton et al., 2006; Rolls et al., 1996; Schoenbaum et al., 1998, 1999, 2003; Wallis & Miller, 2003). As discussed above, neurons in both regions acquire conditioned responses to predictive cues where some neurons fire to cues that predict the appetitive outcome and some neurons fire to cues predictive of aversive outcomes. When these contingencies are reversed, however, neurons in the BLA and OFC adapt in different ways (see Fig. 1). Specifically, neurons in the BLA show a reversal of preference for the cues (Paton et al., 2006; Schoenbaum et al., 1999). That is, the neurons that were previously firing to the positive odor now begin firing to the negative odor and vice versa. Similarly to the pattern of activity seen with in BLA neurons in reference to cues which predict outcomes of different values (i.e. a graded monotonic signal), BLA neurons switch responding to cues when the value of the outcome they predict changes. That is, BLA neurons again appear to prioritize neural encoding of outcome value rather than encoding the cues that predict that outcome. Here, the cue predicting the outcome is irrelevant and these neurons will switch to responding whichever cue predicts the same outcome.

Far fewer neurons in the OFC show this profile of responding when the contingencies reverse (Schoenbaum, Chiba, & Gallagher, 2000; Schoenbaum et al., 1999). Rather, the predominant pattern in OFC is for a new set of neurons to start responding to the new contingencies (Schoenbaum et al., 2003; Wallis & Miller, 2003). Effectively, a large proportion of the neurons that were previously selective to the cue prior to the reversal phase stop responding and a new set of neurons replace them to exhibit cue selectivity to the new contingencies (Schoenbaum et al., 2003; Wallis & Miller, 2003). This again demonstrates that OFC neurons tend to be sensitive to changes in the combinations between cues and outcomes rather than the trend toward an exhibition of outcome-centric encoding as seen in the BLA where the cue predicting the outcome is irrelevant. Thus neurons in the BLA change to reflect the animals’ current expectations, whereas neurons in the OFC seem to form new associations when contingencies change to facilitate maintenance of both new and old associations. This distinction builds upon the thought that the OFC specifically encodes different conjunctions between different stimuli (Wallis & Miller, 2003), where a network of associations representing these conjunctions develops to allow past and present contingencies to exist in distinct populations.

3. How can the functional connectivity between the BLA and OFC inform our understanding of their similarities and differences?

3.1. BLA damage prevents OFC neurons from exhibiting selective activity toward predictive cues

Given these regions are functionally similar and heavily interconnected it becomes of interest to think about how these regions influence one another. One way to probe this question is to consider experiments that have assessed the change in neuronal responding in one of these regions following damage to the other. For example, this technique has shown a lack of input from BLA to OFC produces dramatic changes in the nature of neuronal responding in the OFC (Hampton, Adolphs, Tyszka, & O’Doherty, 2007; Rudebeck, Mitz, Chacko, & Murray, 2013a; Schoenbaum et al., 2003).

Neural activity in the OFC of BLA-lesioned rats fails to acquire its characteristic cue selectivity across learning. Instead activity becomes more bound to the identity of the cue itself and the ‘out
come-selective’ neurons that respond to reward delivery fail to transfer to the cue across learning. Furthermore, following a reversal the OFC does not appear to recruit new neurons to respond to the reversed contingency in BLA-lesioned animals (Schoenbaum et al., 2003). These data suggest that the acquisition of cue selectivity in OFC neurons is dependent on input from the BLA and when the significance of a cue changes during a reversal, BLA input promotes the formation of a new ensemble in OFC to encode the changed contingencies. The interactions between BLA and OFC during reversal learning is interesting given research showing that, for the most part, BLA lesions do not produce a deficit in reversal learning. This suggests that under normal circumstances BLA and OFC interact to produce a change in stored information about cue–outcome relationships. However, animals may have access to other systems promoting a change in behavior to produce changes in performance during reversals under normal circumstances. Of particular interest here is research implicating the central nucleus of the amygdala in governing behavior through the use of stimulus–response associations (Lingawi & Balleine, 2012) while, as discussed, the BLA is integral to using stimulus–outcome associations to produce behavior which is sensitive to changes of outcome value. It is likely that both these processes contribute to normal behavior but in the absence of one system the other is capable of producing adaptive behavior that is sensitive to changes in the predictive relationship between a cue and an outcome.

Insofar as the OFC encodes the relative value of an outcome predicted by a cue, this signaling also appears to be dependent on input from the amygdala (Rudebeck, Mitz, Chacko, & Murray, 2013b). Like Padoa-Schioppa and Assad (2006), Rudebeck et al. (2013b) reported that neurons in the OFC encode the value of reward associated with a particular cue. Specifically, monkeys learnt that two visual stimuli led to differing amounts of reward. When the monkeys were presented with the predictive visual cues, Rudebeck et al. (2013b) found that the degree of activity in OFC neurons reflected the amount of reward that was predicted by the stimuli. That is, neurons in the OFC would elicit high rates of firing to cues predicting a large amount of reward, moderate rates of firing to cues predicting moderate amounts of reward, and low rates of firing to cues predicting low amounts of reward. Interestingly, lesions of the amygdala (where in this case both the central and basolateral amygdala were damaged) reduced the magnitude of these value-based signals in the OFC (Rudebeck et al., 2013b). That is, amygdala damage generally reduced the firing rates of OFC neurons in response to cues that signal reward.

These studies show that BLA signaling is critical to allowing OFC neurons to acquire cue responses that reflect changes in contingencies and the value of the outcome predicted by the cue. However, it is important to note here that the nature of the responses that eventuate in the OFC suggest additional processing in the OFC itself. For example, in the case of value coding, neural populations in the OFC exhibit information that goes beyond the graded value of reward reflect in BLA neurons. Specifically, distinct populations of OFC neurons appear to show a preference for encoding particular identities or magnitudes of reward in addition to signaling the magnitude of reward in a scaled fashion (Lopatina et al., 2015; Padoa-Schioppa & Assad, 2006). The tendency for OFC neurons to reflect information that exceeds that seen in BLA is also evident in the difference in cue responses in the BLA and OFC following a reversal. While neurons in the BLA reverse their preference following a switch in contingencies, the majority of neurons in the OFC that were encoding the previous contingencies remain unchanged and a new ensemble is recruited to encode the reversed contingencies (Schoenbaum et al., 2003). Thus, despite the fact that BLA is critical to allowing OFC to signal information about predictive cues, the OFC is clearly encoding information beyond what is represented by BLA neurons themselves. As it stands, it appears that the amygdala signals primary information regarding current value and is needed to update changing contingencies, which is then translated into a wider network coding past and present conjunctions between cues and outcomes in distinct populations within the OFC.

3.2. BLA neurons fail to integrate specific information about multiple distinct associations in the absence of OFC input

While the BLA signals important information about the predictive status of a cue to the OFC, the OFC also signals important information about predictive relationships to the BLA. In particular, recent evidence suggests that signaling from the OFC contributes to the ability of neurons in the BLA to reflect the integration of information from multiple sources (Lucantonio et al., 2015). In this study, rats were trained on an over-expectation task and neurons in the BLA were recorded in OFC-lesioned and sham-lesioned animals. In the initial stages of training, rats were presented with two critical cue–outcomes pairings, A1 and V1. These cues both lead to presentations of the same appetitive outcome. Neurons in the BLA acquired their characteristic conditioned responses toward outcome–predictive cues and this pattern of activity was unaffected by OFC lesions. However, rats were subsequently presented with both cues A1 and V1 in compound with the same outcome. Essentially, this evokes an error in prediction as the respective predictions of the cues A1 and V1, if summed, would lead to animals ‘over-expecting’ the reward they receive. This is usually evident behaviorally by higher responding to the compound cue relative to responding to the individual cues in the initial training. Rats then show that they adapt their expectations by reducing their responding to both cues as when finally probed for levels of responding toward each of the cues A1 and V1 individually after compound training, they respond at roughly half the levels previously seen in the initial conditioning stage. Interestingly, neurons in the BLA usually respond in accordance with the behavior exhibited by animals across the different phases of this task. During the beginning of the compound stage, when rats over-expect the outcome and exhibit high levels of responding, firing of neurons in the BLA reflected this summation of expectancy. Further, this firing rate declined across the course of compound training in accordance with the rats’ behavioral adjustment to the accurate expectation of reward. In contrast, neurons in the BLA of OFC-lesioned rats failed to show either the summation of firing or the decline in this firing rate with additional compound training. This research demonstrates that while BLA input is necessary to establish neuronal responses in the OFC that reflect the significance of conditioned cues, when multiple past contingencies are necessary to adjust current expectations, the OFC is key to allowing past expectancies about cues predicting the same outcome to update cue-selective associations in the BLA. That is, the predominant value- and outcome-centric coding in the BLA becomes problematic when humans and animals are presented with multiple cues that predict the same outcome. Under such circumstances the OFC is necessary to allow BLA processing to reflect the integration of information from multiple cue–outcome associations.

4. BLA–OFC interactions: A dynamic system for updating and storing networks of learned associations

One way of interpreting the differences outlined above is to suppose that the BLA is involved in updating the value of the outcome predicted by a cue, whereas the OFC is involved in developing a network of associations between stimuli and the outcomes they predict to allow previous experience to benefit future learning. We began with a discussion of similarities in the deficits produced by damage or inactivation of these regions. However, there
are subtle differences in these deficits that may lend support for this view. For example, while both the OFC and BLA have been shown to be involved in Pavlovian devaluation procedures, they appear to be involved in different phases of this task. Specifically, the BLA seems to be more important in the acquisition of the association between the cue and the predicted outcome (when such an association contains a sensory-specific representation of that outcome). In support of this, pre-training lesions of the BLA disrupt subsequent sensitivity to devaluation (Blundell et al., 2001; Pickens et al., 2003), whereas lesions made prior to the test for devaluation sensitivity after conditioning do not disrupt the reduction to the cue signaling the now devalued outcome (Pickens et al., 2003). Further, the BLA also seems to be involved in updating the value of the outcome during devaluation itself but not for expression of these associations at a choice test (Parkes & Balleine, 2013; Wellman, Gale, & Malkova, 2005). Specifically, reducing glutamatergic signaling in the BLA, through the use of the NMDA antagonist ifenprodil, during devaluation of the appetitive outcome prevents the subsequent reduction of responding to a cue that predicts that outcome (Parkes & Balleine, 2013). In contrast, the OFC appears to be necessary for the expression of this updated association following devaluation. That is, lesions or inactivation of the OFC following conditioning disrupt the expression of devaluation sensitivity (Pickens et al., 2003, 2005; West et al., 2011). This is consistent with the view that the BLA updates the value of an outcome predicted by a cue and then relays this information to the OFC, which builds these associations into a network that reflects the animal’s overall experience with differing contingencies. The OFC is able to deploy this network of representations to mentally simulate likely outcomes of different courses of actions and even to derive novel predictions that go beyond past experience, as for example during outcome devaluation, sensory preconditioning (Jones et al., 2012), or over-expectation. However, OFC depends on these interactions with BLA for establishing the underlying values at the time of learning.

This interpretation is strengthened by findings that disconnection of the amygdala and OFC prior to training also disrupts devaluation and reversal learning, suggesting their interaction is integral to facilitating the encoding and expression of outcome-selective associations (Baxter, Parker, Lindner, Izquierdo, & Murray, 2000; Jang et al., 2015). Thus, the data from both the electrophysiological and functional research suggest that the interaction between the BLA and OFC form a dynamic system which is capable of rapidly updating Pavlovian contingencies and storing them within a network of associations to benefit future learning episodes.

5. An architecture for state-specific learning?

As a final note, it is worth considering how the research discussed above sits within a recent proposal that implicates the OFC in the formation of state-specific associations (Bradfield, Dezfouli, van Holstein, Chieng, & Balleine, 2015; Schoenbaum, Stalnaker, & Niv, 2013; Sharpe, Wikenheiser, Niv, & Schoenbaum, 2015; Wilson, Takahashi, Schoenbaum, & Niv, 2014). Specifically, according to Wilson et al. (2014) the OFC represents an abstract task representation, called a state space, over which learning is performed. A state space captures the underlying structure of the task, incorporating external information about the state of the environment as well as any relevant information such as recent actions or a remembered task instruction that may be available perceptually. Put simply, this model argues that predictive relationships between a cue and an outcome become tagged with the ‘state’ in which they were experienced. Thus, the central notion is that multiple associations can be formed about the same stimulus in different state spaces. Evidence from the electrophysiological data discussed here, suggesting that neurons in the OFC encode discrete conjunctions between stimuli, show that this region is capable of encoding multiple associations about the same stimuli when contingencies change or a stimulus predicts multiple outcomes. Thus, the organization of neuronal activity in OFC seems to provide a platform for state-specific associations to reside, such as those postulated by the state-space theory of OFC function (Wilson et al., 2014). Put another way, the manner in which neurons in the OFC respond when animals have experienced multiple contingencies seems to suggest this region tends to encode different experiences in different spaces which may facilitate the development of state-specific associations as described by Wilson et al. (2014). Given the role of the BLA in allowing the OFC to develop these characteristic neuronal responses, it now becomes of interest to consider how the BLA may facilitate state-specific learning via projections to the OFC.
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